HEALTHCARE

HYGIENE
SPECIALISTS

PRIMUS WILL OFFER YOU
FULL CONTROL OVER HYGIENE
Primus laundry equipment is developed to offer the maximum level of hygiene. We continuously improve
our equipment and solutions to ensure our partners achieve the highest hygiene quality standards.

STUDIES SHOW THAT LINEN IS A MAJOR FACTOR IN THE TRANSFER
OF INFECTIONS AND SUPERBUGS
n 10 to 15% of nosocomial infections (leading
to an average extra 4-5 days in the hospital,
and in extreme cases, the death of the patient)
are due to unsatisfactory linen hygiene.

n The European Standard describes a Risk Analysis
and Biocontamination Control (RABC) system
to enable laundries to continuously ensure the
micro-biological quality of laundered textiles.

n The elderly and children are at greater risk
for infection, due to their less efficient immune
systems.

n This European Standard is compatible with and
can be easily integrated into an internationally
recognised quality management system.
The standard specifies that “The management shall
identify, provide and maintain the facilities it needs
to achieve the control of bio contamination”.

n Operators must have total control of the laundry
process to ensure finished product is free of
bacteria (i.e. staphylococcus aureus, salmonella,
listeria, etc…) and maintains a high level of
hygiene.
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A SOLID FOUNDATION
FOR YOUR LAUNDRY HYGIENE
Reducing the risk of infection for patients and staff is our goal. Our specialised equipment offers
the best protection for your employees and patients, while providing the best prevention against the spread
of micro-organisms and bugs.

IMPLEMENTING THE PRIMCARE SOLUTION WILL ENSURE YOUR LAUNDRY OPERATIONS
CONFORM TO BEST HYGIENE PRACTICES
n Where HACCP (Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Points) control measurement
is the requirement for the food industry,
RABC is the guideline for the laundry industry.
Both control systems will help you to increase
safety in your hospital or nursing home.

n As an option, separate atmospheric pressures
can be created between clean and soiled areas
to prevent airborne recontamination.

n A physical wall separates the laundry into
two areas: soiled area and clean area.

n Offers the best protection against the spreading
of infections.

n No risk of contact or crossing between soiled
and clean linen.

n Gives your laundry flexibility to adapt to any
changes in regulations.

n Specific hygiene wash programmes for
decontamination of laundry.
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PRIMUS WILL BE YOUR PARTNER
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE PROCESS
PRIMUS PROVIDES YOU WITH A TOTAL SOLUTION
n

COLLECTING AND SORTING

n

Wash loads of the same type are processed
together to avoid crossing dirty and clean
laundry. The Primus Trace-tech® system controls
temperature, mechanics, time and chemicals
and thus ensures the optimal wash quality.

Presorting of laundry is carried out by collection
staff and the different wash loads are separated
into wash types by staff wearing protective
gloves.
n

STORAGE
Linen should be stored no longer than 48 hours,
and trolleys should be cleaned before each use.
A dedicated room with a lower air pressure,
washing station, and floor U-bend also is
required.

WASHING

n

FINISHING
Handling of clean laundry is carried out by staff
who have used hand disinfection. Gloves should
be worn to avoid recontamination of laundry.

n

CLEAN STORAGE
Clean laundry should be stored directly after
processing and covered with plastic film in
closed cabinets. The room and the trolleys
should be cleaned regularly and separate
flows between clean and soiled linen must be
respected.
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PRIMUS WILL GUIDE YOU
IN YOUR PROJECT

Our team of specialist advisers, experienced
designers and Primus certified partners are ready
to assist you in designing a solution that meets
your specific requirements, including:
n An audit of your laundry
n A definition of needs
n A technical drawing with energy reservations
n Installation and maintenance of machines
n Training of technical staff and users
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www.primuslaundry.com

n Establishment of the carrier sheet
n Generation of barcode
n Labels attribution of clothing holders
n Handling statistics
n Production monitoring

LINEN LOGISTICS PROCESS
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PREMIUM CARE
AND 100% HYGIENE
USING THE INNOVATIVE
BARRIER SOLUTION

1

§ Arrival of the truck
§ Unloading of dirty laundry
§ Storage in the soiled zone
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§ Drying and ironing

2

§ Reading of articles
§ Sorting by washing programme
§ Use of LEDs
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§ Finishing and ironing

3

§ Washing of articles
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4

§ Air lock chamber
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§ Drying of articles
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§
§
§
§

Folding of articles
Reading and sorting of articles
Grouping by carrier (resident)
Use of light traps

§ Storage of carrier
before shipping

§ Delivery
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THE PRIMUS TOOLS THAT
GIVE YOU MORE CONTROL

EASY AND UNLIMITED PROGRAMMING
n The innovative XControl programmer brings laundry
professionals unlimited programming possibilities.
New washing programmes can be uploaded quickly
and easily thanks to the handy USB plug.

SAFE AND USER-FRIENDLY LOCK
n Ease of use, safety and ergonomics at your fingertips.
The patented Golden Lock system will help you to
easily open the machine before and after the wash
cycle. Because the machine will not run until the door
is securely locked, safety is ensured.

CONTROL YOUR COSTS
n Optiload calculates the weight of the load while
you load the washer-extractor, and automatically
adapts the amount of water, energy and detergent
the machine will use. This will help you to spend
less on energy and water costs and the productivity
of your laundry facility will increase, also reducing
your operating costs. Win-win!
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FULL QUALITY CONTROL
n All washers are equipped with Primus®’s
revolutionary Trace-Tech® management software.
A track-and-trace system that complies with
RABC hygienic standards, it allows full quality
control by providing records and statistics for
each wash load. All data is stored and can be
retrieved for creating operations reports.
Parameters are continually controlled and stored
to bring you a detailed report of the washing
process. This enables you to allow you to check
the accuracy of the programme used.

TRACEABILITY

STATISTICS &
REPORT
CREATION

LOCATION
MANAGEMENT

SALES
OVERVIEW

The machines are equipped with water meters,
live temperature measurement, an automatic
weighing system and a water drainage tap to
enable you to check the entire process.
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THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT
FOR YOUR CARE FACILITY
PRIMCARE SOLUTIONS
Primus has developed a full range of machines to simplify and optimise your
laundry process. With our full range of washer-extractors, combined with our
innovative barrier machines, ranging from 18 kg to 180 kg, we have equipment
to meet the needs of any care facility. Primus offers you the most comprehensive
package of equipment and services in the industry, and has now created a full
solution - the Primcare Solution.
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1 PRIMCARE ENTRY PACK

FOR A GOOD LAUNDRY PRACTICE FOUNDATION
corner. No more worries about linen stocks: your staff
always has the right stock at their disposal. Moreover,
you have the possibility to influence the entire process
and benefit from the lowest cycle cost.

Improve the quality of your linen and save time and
costs with the Primcare Entry Pack. This solution
enables you to streamline the laundry process.
Your staff is able to save time because the logistical
process is very short: the laundry is just around the

2 PRIMCARE HYGIENE CONTROL PACK
FOR TOTAL SAFETY

The Primcare Hygiene Control Pack ensures you
stay on top of the laundry process. This solution
focuses on ultimate safety for patients, and staff
handling linen. Contamination will be eliminated,
thanks to the innovative barrier concept, which

makes it all but impossible to mix clean and dirty linen.
Train your staff on how to achieve the best possible
result and increase your laundry throughput by making
best use of our innovative machine features, all while
improving the quality of your linen.

3 PRIMCARE ULTIMATE CONTROL PACK
FOR ULTIMATE CONTROL

Follow every detail of the entire laundry process
with the Primcare Ultimate Control Pack.
Monitoring and reporting features track all steps

in the process, from washing, to drying and ironing.
This actionable data enables you to optimize your
laundry for maximum efficiency and profitability.

+
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primuslaundry.com

CZECH REPUBLIC
Alliance Laundry CE
Místecká 1116
Příbor, 742 58, Czech Republic
Phone: +420 556 768 800
Fax: +420 556 768 882
alliancelaundry.com/cz

WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS
Alliance Laundry Systems
P.O. Box 990 Shepard Street
Ripon, WI 54971, USA
Phone: +1 920 748 3121
Fax: +1 920 748 4564
alliancelaundry.com

FRANCE
Alliance Laundry France
3 rue Paul Rieupeyroux
F-69800 Saint Priest, France
Phone: +33 (0)4 78 79 55 75
Fax: +33 (0)4 72 04 62 72
alliancelaundry.com/fr

BRASIL
Alliance Laundry Systems Brasil
Edifício Office Design Berrini
Avenida Luis Carlos Berrini,
1748 Conjunto 2106
São Paulo- SP, 04571-000, Brasil
Phone: +55 (11) 5505-2917
Phone: +55 (11) 5102-2938
alliancelaundry.com/br

ITALY
Alliance Laundry Italy SRL
73, Via Triumplina
25123 Brescia (BS), Italy
Phone: +39 (0)30 2091006
Fax: +39 (0)30 2000239
alliancelaundry.com/it
SPAIN
Alliance Laundry Systems Spain
C/ Solsones, 2
08820 – El Prat de Llobregat
Barcelona, Spain
Phone: +34 93 479 54 10
Fax: +34 93 379 18 76
alliancelaundry.com/es

CHINA
Alliance Laundry Machinery
Commercial And Trading
Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Room 101 A,1st Floor, No.1 Building
NO.888 Lane Tianlin Road
Min Hang District, Shanghai, China
Post code: 200233
Phone: +86 21 33375288
Fax: +86 21 64227933
alliancelaundry.cn

VIETNAM
Alliance Laundry Vietnam
Company Limited
Shophouse No. SH04-03,
103 North-South Road
Sala Urban Area,
An Loi Dong Ward, District 2
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
Phone: +84 936 072 268
alliancelaundry.com
INDIA
Alliance Laundry Private Limited
574, Second Floor, Main Road, Chirag Delhi
New Delhi – 110017
Delhi, India
Phone: +91 982 177 5399
Phone: +91 998 758 5708
alliancelaundry.com
U.A.E.
Alliance Laundry BVBA
(Dubai Branch)
The Curve Building
Showroom GS-08
P.O. Box 393291
Al Quoz 3
Dubai, U.A.E.
Phone: +971 4 347 4136
Phone: +971 4 347 4137
Fax: +971 4 347 4180
alliancelaundry.com/ae

alliancelaundry.com

